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Walworth Academy records best
ever GCSE results
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70% of pupils passed at least 5 GCSEs including English and
mathematics at A* - C grades - UP 11% on the previous year
(2010, 59%, 2009, 45%)
80% achieved A* – C grades in mathematics, up from 78% in
2010 and 59% in 2009
25% A*-A grade in maths
73% of pupils achieved A* – C in English, up from 65% in 2010
and 56% in 2009
16% A*-A grade achieved in English

Principal Devon Hanson said: “I am
immensely proud of the students
gaining these results and I’m
particularly pleased that significant
numbers of our young people are
achieving at the highest level of A*-A.
This outstanding performance from
all of our students takes Walworth
Academy to a milestone 70% A*-C.
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“We’re particularly pleased with our
pupils’ achievements in English and
mathematics which indicate the
progress they are making across the
board and put them in a strong position for the continuation of their studies at
Walworth Academy Sixth Form.

BBC School Report
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“These results are a strong indicator that we are consistently moving toward our
interim goal that more than 80% of our students will gain at least 5 A* - C grades
including English and mathematics.

Year 11 Football
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“I’d like to acknowledge the commitment of staff and the dedication of students and
their families in these outstanding results.”
Here’s the feedback from our students on Results Day:
Tunde Alao celebrating exceptional results said it was “beyond my expectations and
all down to revision”.
Adrianna Godziek was clear in that “I worked really hard, motivated myself to do
well”
Zhaoyu Hu put his success down to good relationships with staff and “having the
confidence to approach teachers, this helped me to perform well in the exams”.

Letter from the Principal
Dear Parents, Carers, Students and friends of Walworth Academy,
Welcome to this edition of our Newsletter in which we celebrate the
remarkable examination successes of our students and the individual
contributions that enrich life at Walworth Academy.
More than ever our young people are aspiring to greatness, with the recent
results at GCSE, and now at ‘A’ level too, proving that they are taking
control of opportunities to develop a bright and exciting future for
themselves. In particular I would like to thank the Seacole team lead by Mr.
Agui and those parents/carers who have supported us throughout. I would
also like to mention the Key Stage 3 teams in Babbage and Chaplin, who
are making good progress in building firm learning foundations for Key
Stage 4.
David Cameron recently commented in the media, on our success and
indeed we have seen over 1000 visitors at our recent Open Day events;
but we must strive against complacency – having excellent standards in
homework, attendance and behaviour is key to our success in developing
the life opportunities for our students. To this end I ask parents and carers
to continue supporting us, in monitoring the homework set in Daybooks,
reading through comments in their child’s books on how to improve work,
as well as taking time to reflect with your child on their progress
throughout the new academic year.
I would ask that parents and carers are mindful of our stance on mobile
telephones and heed this advice – that students do not bring them to
school, but if they must, that they are well concealed - particularly when
coming to and from the Academy.
Thank you once again for your continued support,
Yours sincerely
Devon Hanson
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OFSTED - Parent View
Parent View asks for your opinion on 12
aspects of your child’s school, from the quality
of teaching, to dealing with bullying and poor
behaviour. We will use the information you
provide when making decisions about which
schools to inspect, and when.

Parent View gives you the chance to tell us
what you think about Walworth Academy.

By sharing your views, you’ll be helping your
child’s school to improve. You will also be able
to see what other parents have said about
your child's school.
Go to http://www.parentview.ofsted.gov.uk to
start giving your views.

Attendance and Punctuality
Walworth Academy is committed to high
achievement and the promotion of future
opportunities and life choices, for every
student through their regular attendance and
punctuality. Daily attendance is a legal
requirement, but more than that, every day
lost to education can have a serious impact on
a student’s achievement and therefore their
future opportunities and choices.

certificates to authenticate absence for illness.
We write to parents/carers on every single
incidence of lateness and apply sanctions
rigorously. Your child will receive certificates
and other rewards for excellent attendance
and punctuality.

Regular contact with parents/carers is essential
to inform them on their child’s absence or
lateness, in order to reinforce a shared
commitment to student learning and progress.
Walworth Academy is fully committed to
promoting excellent attendance by providing a This will enable an effective school and parent
welcoming and caring environment and ethos. partnership to take place and in turn combat
In return we expect parents/carers to ensure poor attendance.
that their child attends school punctually at
8:30 every day, and that holidays in term time Useful numbers:
are avoided. Please also take note that dentist
Our main reception number is 0207 450 9570
and other medical appointments can be
arranged for after school hours and should not
Chaplin school reception 0207 450 9572
require a whole day’s absence. You may be
Babbage school reception 0207 450 9574
asked to sign an Attendance and Punctuality
Seacole school reception 0207 450 9577
contract for your child and provide medical
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GCSE Results - Some highlights
Joshua
Maths - A*
English - A*
English Literature - A
Applied ICT - A*A*
History - A*
Biology - A
Chemistry - A*
Physics - A*
BTEC Business - Distinction*
English Literature (AS Level) - A

Adrianna

Tunde

English - A
English Lit - B
Maths - B
Science - B
Art - BB
History - B
Geography - A
Polish - A
BTEC BusinessDistinction*

English - A
English Lit - A*
Maths - A*
Biology - A
Physics - A
Chemistry - A
Applied ICT - AA
BTEC BusinessDistinction
Engineering Diploma 7A’s

Samad

Dariusz

English - A*
English Lit - A
Maths - A
Science- AA
French-C
BTEC Business Distinction
OCR ICT- Merit

English - D
Maths - C
Polish - B
BTEC Science - Pass
BTEC Business - Pass
BTEC Engineering Pass
Outstanding progress from
a beginner student

Chelsea (Right)

Shanique (Left)
English - A
English Lit - B
Maths - B
Science- BC
BTEC Hospitality and Catering Distinction
OCR ICT- Distinction
Art - B
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English Lit. - A
Maths - A
Science - BB
Art - CC
Geography - B
History - B
BTEC Business - Merit
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Congratulations to
all our Year 11
pupils on their
outstanding GCSE
results.
We wish them well
in all their chosen
paths.
We know that they
will spread the word
of Walworth
Academy far and
wide in their future
careers.
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Nuffield Foundation Science
When Lucky Osaro applied for the Nuffield
Foundation Science bursary in April 2011, he
became the first student from Walworth
Academy to be accepted on to the scheme.
Lucky was given the opportunity to work at
University College London (UCL). From out of
the 400 applications from the London and South
–East region he was one of 75 successful
students. Following his successful application he
was shortlisted for an interview.

The Nuffield Foundation Science bursary is a
programme which gives sixth-form students the
opportunity to gain scientific work experience
during the summer. A bursary of £80 per week
is paid.
Lucky completed a research project with
graduate and undergraduate students from the
Engineering and Social Science departments,
working on a sanitation project, bridging the gap
between disaster relief and long term
development.
The project is due to be published in a journal for
which Lucky will be named and given credit for his
contribution.

Widening the horizon: student visit to
Bodiam Castle and Hastings
“The Widening the Horizon Project is aimed at
bilingual new arrivals and aims to introduce them to
Britain and its cultural heritage. Each year groups of
pupils visit museums, art galleries, historical sites, and
the coast and countryside beyond London. The
following text was written by Eduarda Genovez, who
is a student in Babbage school at Key Stage 3.”
(Ms. Miftaroska, EAL Coordinator)
On Wednesday, the 13th July, Ms.Miftaroska
took several students whose first language is not
English on an amazing school trip! Firstly, we
visited Bodiam Castle in East Sussex and then
carried on all the way to Hastings in our school’s
minibus. It took us about two hours to get
there.
Bodiam Castle is a big, scary castle, built in 1385.
It is surrounded by a lake, with huge towers and
“never ending” stairs that take you straight to
the top where you can enjoy a beautiful view of
the surrounding area. The history feels buried in
the thick walls of its strange looking rooms, and
yet there is a feel of the future in the air.
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We went to the seaside and saw the most
beautiful and colourful scenery. Everybody was
happy, even the birds– it was a perfect
combination of smiles and a soft breeze. Then
we went to the amusement park and that was
fun, too.
I don’t know how, but we were all just laughing
and smiling - all the time! (Eduarda Genovez)

Open Day Events 2011 - Best Ever
That phrase “Best Ever” is easy to say – but what
does it mean? Well for us, it means that many
more children and parents came to see us over
our five Open day events than ever before.
More of our children were involved in showing
parents around – and many parents reported
back to us how impressed they were with our
young people. We were able to showcase the
work our young people are doing across the
board, in academic subjects, but also in music,
sports, art and technical subjects.
The Principal, Devon Hanson, and his senior
team spoke to parents at the open evenings. Mr
Hanson stressed that the success that our young
people are experiencing at the academy is a team
effort – all the teachers, all the parents and all
the youngsters working together, with a
relentless focus on high standards of behaviour
and good teaching. Vice-Principal, Catherine
Willans, spoke about the ‘family’ feel of the ‘small

school’ system at Walworth. As we say in our
new prospectus: “Small Schools Work!”
If you would like more information about
admissions of Year 6 pupils to the academy,
please visit our website, or call Mr Philpot at the
school.

A packed hall at one of our open evenings.

Climate Science Project
A group of twenty students from Chaplin and
Babbage recently took part in an exciting project
being run at the Science Museum, London. The
pupils were set the challenge of designing and
creating an art piece which symbolised climate
change in their local environment. As well as
visiting the museum for ideas, pupils worked
hard to create a contemporary sculpture which
was photographed and put on display at the
museum for members of the public to enjoy.

Students used materials found in the local
environment as well as ideas from artists such as
Barbara Kruger in their design. The science
museum were extremely impressed with the
piece and commented on the high level of
maturity and creativity of all the students
involved.
Students have already been invited to take part
again this academic year so watch this space for
more creative work!

www.samlearning.com
Centre ID: se1wa
Username: Date of birth followed by initials of first name then last name.
EXAMPLE: 010890DJ for David Jones born 1 AUG 1990

Password:
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Music - One Voice
The Barbican One Voice event is an annual
celebration of a year of music progress and
achievement across the entire ARK schools
network, and a time for all to come together to
celebrate. The programme this year was very
diverse and included for the first time individual
school items, as well as the One Voice massed choir
and the SAFE fusion ensemble made up of
instrumentalists from each school. The evening was
kicked off with the classic Motown hit ‘Higher and
Higher’, which featured as a soloist, our very own
Yasmin Bonsra in Year 11. The choir was joined by
the SAFE fusion ensemble who had diligently
practised together for six Saturdays prior to the
event, developing the responsibility and rehearsal
ethic that is key to being a successful accomplished
musician. The massed choir were in fine form, and
it was a great opportunity for our young singers to
experience the thrill of such a volume of singers, in
the same place, all singing together.
The concert also featured an event in the foyer
called “Digitopia” which was a culmination of work in
area of music technology. We were very proud that
our Year 7 nurture group got the opportunity to
perform the song that they had collectively written
called ‘We need to communicate more’. They were so
proud of their achievement. Some of our Year 9
students also took part in showing off their DJ skills;
and with the help of Dan Hayes an ARK artist
musician, we created the human keyboard
installation which when the keys were pressed
spoke pre-recorded words, so poetry could be
created.

were true showmen and sang, played and performed
to a very high standard.
The concert was a huge success and we are looking
forward very much to next year’s event already.
We were particularly proud of the fact that our
participation was extremely high and the highest of
all ARK schools contributing. We believe that
events of this kind are a fantastic experience for all
pupils that they will cherish and for those serious
about achieving in music it gives them a real-life
musical experience in a top professional London
venue.

Some quotes from the pupils:
“As soon as I entered the venue I couldn’t wait to
get dressed and strut my stuff in the Boys Band. We
did a lot of work but at the end of the day it was
worth it. Our performance was very exciting and
the crowd were up on their feet clapping and
cheering us on. I couldn’t have done it without the
school’s support and I feel really proud of all of us.”
- SALEEM ARISEKOLA

“I was excited when I heard that I was going to the
Barbican. When I went to rehearsals on Saturday I
The highlight of our contribution to the Barbican
learnt a lot about music especially with the extra
event was Walworth’s individual item, the Year 7
violin lessons I participated in. I would love to go to
Boys Band who performed ‘Forget You’ by Cee-Lo
the Barbican again and it was fun being in the SAFE
Green. They had worked so hard during the run up ensemble.” – LILY LU-ZHENG
to the event and increased in maturity as both
people and a group of musicians. What was
“I was very happy to be part of the massed choir. I
particularly wonderful to see was the sense of
enjoyed working with people who like music. I felt
community that was created by them all being
like we are all one big family. We had a really good
responsible for this joint endeavour. The Boys Band time.” – CHAMIDE BARKA
featured eight vocalists and a full band consisting of
piano, guitar, drums and saxophone. The boys really
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Music - Boys Band Trip to Portsmouth
On the back of their successful performance at
the Barbican the Walworth Academy Boys Band
were invited by Charter Academy to guest at
the Portsmouth and Southsea annual music
festival, which was held at the King’s Theatre in
Southsea.

This was a fantastic day out for all the students
involved and again, gave them an occasion to
rise to, this time as professional touring
musicians! We travelled to Portsmouth on the
train, each boy carrying his own suit bag! We
were even given our own dressing room before
the show! The boys received an equally warm
welcome from the audience and now have
another professional musical experience to add
to their growing CVs.

Thank you to Charter Academy for inviting us.

Walworth Sixth Form enjoys AS exam
success.
Mrs Simpson, Head of Sixth Form said, "As a
consequence of dedication to hard work,
outstanding teaching and encouragement from
home, many young people have gained the
grades that will enable them to reach their full
potential, as they continue with their Advanced
level studies and progress on to A2 qualifications
and year 2 of their vocational programme. We
are all very proud of the students’ achievement
in Walworth Academy Sixth Form."

grades in all of their AS subjects: Hamdi Ahmed
Hagi , Mahad Ahmed Hagi and Swara Kadir.
Jeremy Ogunleye is also a notable success having
achieved 2 A’ grades and two B’ grades.
Fifteen year 11 students took AS Maths and AS
English Literature with three students achieving
A* grades in Maths and two students achieved
A* grades in English Literature.

This is the Sixth Form’s first year of operation,
with 31% of students who took AS level
achieving A- C grades. The pass rate for
vocational courses was at 100% with students
achieving Level Three Certificates and Diplomas.
Many students have made exceptional progress
and there have also been some notable individual
achievements with three students achieving A’
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Celebrating the Southwark Book Awards
Since 2007 The Southwark Book Award has
been inspiring children to read for pleasure,
while helping them with transition from
primary to secondary school. Two classes
from Surrey Square Junior School and
Walworth Academy read six shortlisted
books and voted for their favourite. The
winning book, Big Nate by Lincoln Pierce, was
announced at the end of term and to celebrate
all the children got together in the library for
an afternoon of entertainment and
refreshments. As well as quizzes and games,
there was a storyteller, Sandra Agard, from
Southwark public libraries, and a surprise
guest, Joe Layburn, one of the shortlisted
authors, who read extracts from his book
Street Heroes. The children were thrilled to
be the first to hear about the sequel Runaways
which has only just been published. William,
Year 6, said the best thing was meeting an
author in real life. Ayodeji, from Babbage

school, enjoyed ‘meeting new people and
reading great books’. Denae, year 6, enjoyed
‘working with year 7 and reading books I’ve
never read before’.
For those students who have started at
Walworth Academy, we hope that the school
will already feel familiar to you through taking
part in the award and that you will feel inspired
to come to the library and borrow lots of

Year 11 - World Skills 2011
In October the whole of Year 11 went to the
Excel centre in London for the World Skills Fair
2011. This was a unique opportunity for our
Year 11 pupils to experience the different skills
required for different jobs.
At the Excel centre they were able to take part
in many different jobs including carpentry,
plumbing, engineering, ICT, health and beauty,
floristry, vehicle mechanics, cooking and many
many more.
On hand were skilled professionals in these
areas to give them advice on the routes into
these different careers.
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Also present were colleges and universities who
could highlight the entry requirements for
different courses.
Year 11 found the day very useful and spent
much of the bus journey home describing the
different careers they were interested in. Talk to
any Year 11 and they now have a clear idea of
what they need to do to get a chance at working
in their chosen career.
The only negative side is that the World Skills
fair takes place in a different city worldwide
every year, so we’ll be keenly waiting for the
London event to come around again.

BBC School Report
This year our Year 7 students took part in the
National BBC School Report Project.
Students from both Babbage and Chaplin
experienced just what it meant to be
journalists. In Babbage, Alfred Senda, Darrieal
Ramku, Riyan Moussaoui and from Chaplin
school Ahmet Karaman, Nakita Willams,
Adeola Adedoja, Rene Lorraine, Jemimah
Agboola, Jie Hoang, Abdelhamid Aliane, and
Jordan Holness, were all selected to take part
in the 2011 BBC School Report Project. The
project allowed the pupils to air issues which
they thought were important to
themselves. In the build up to the March 24th
"live" day, the students worked with Josie
Vergehese. Josie’s television experience
includes working in CBBC News Round and
she proved invaluable in breaking through the
detachment young people can sometimes feel
towards news and current affairs.

presentation! During this time the realisation
of the hard work needed to work in the world
of media hit home for our aspiring
students. The project allowed pupils to learn
to work independently to a strict deadline
whilst ensuring their work was accurate and
interesting.

As the project progressed and the deadline
drew nearer, BBC Radio One journalist
Broadcaster Chi Chi Izundi worked with the
Walworth Academy Journalists. Our students’
excitement was apparent in the first meeting, a
Question and Answer session with Chi Chi, in
which the hot topic was whether they able to
identify all of the celebrities in her

With each journalist allocated a specific role,
students were exceptional in maintaining the
ethics of teamwork. Although there were
discrepancies during the editing of each of the
separate scripts, the team ultimately pulled
together to broadcast their news segments.
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As the day of broadcast finally arrived, the
countdown to the 2:30 pm transmission
deadline began. The day began at 8:30 am with
the newsroom with each journalist armed
with a laptop, notepad and pen. The race to
gather, retrieve and consolidate news
commenced. With constant re-drafting of each
news piece in order to fit time restraints, the
steadily approaching deadline time kept a real
sense of urgency in all proceedings. Abdul
Hamid commented that "It was unbelievable
the amount of work that went into a five
minute broadcast!"

Well done to the BBC School Report team!
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Football - Champions!
This year the Year 11 football team finished as Champions of South London! This triumph
was guided by Mr. Cave, who has been their football manager since Year 7. This achievement
has been long overdue considering their talents as individual players and as a group.
The South London Cup started off with a group stage game against Battersea Park, which we
lost 3-2. This seemed like another season without a trophy. However, the team pulled it out
of the bag and knuckled down to grind out results. We got through the group stages through
sheer hard work. We managed to make it through to the Quarter-Finals against Globe
Academy, which was a great spectacle for Schools football. The game went to extra-time
where Walworth Academy won 5-4. A truly amazing football match, which was played in
great spirits. In the Semi-Finals we
met Battersea Park once again.
However, this time our quality
shone through and we became
victorious with a 2-1 result. March
on the South London Cup Final.
In the Final we played Kingsdale
School, who have a reputation for
outstanding footballers. This was a
game of two halves and one which
required great mental strength as
well as physical strength. Our
boys came back from 2-0 down to
win the game 5-2, in tremendous
fashion. This comeback
exemplified their passion,
togetherness and spirit as a group and as individuals.
Special mention has to be given to Benga Ogunseye for an outstanding display throughout the
whole season, whereby he finished the season with 20 goals, with a hat-trick in the Cup Final.
Amazing team, amazing performance and amazing attitude!
Year 11 Football Team: Bolatito Kako-Are, Billy Browne, David Atanda, Mickel Waite-Cole,
Alusine Sesay, Alhassan Sesay, Emmanuel Obodeochine, Glody Mayala, Camille Malungu,
Alimamy Kamara, Anthony Munroe, Oshane Brown, Femi Apantaku, Benga Ogunseye, Julius
Toro, Tshane Chambers, Abdulahi Bangura,

Mr. D. Cave

Make the news…….
If you’d like to join the Press Team to assist with
the next Walworth Academy newsletter please
contact Mr Overill.
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Find more online:
www.walworthacademy.org

